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E F F E C T IVE  R IS K  
D IS C O VE R Y

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WELCOMEHello and welcome. Today you’ll learn a very fast and affordable way to uncover and address your highest priority risks. You’ll also see a report card on how well your peers are mitigating risk, and you’ll have the opportunity to see how your own security stacks up next to them. 
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HACKERS ARE 
STUDYING YOU 
RIGHT NOW

Hackers conduct cyber 
reconnaissance on you: 

• Discover your Internet footprint

• Identify weak links

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start by all getting on the same page about the problem. Before hackers attack, they conduct cyber reconnaissance to discover your cyber footprint and identify your vulnerabilities before they attack.
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We conducted the same cyber 
reconnaissance as a hacker --SECURITY 

ANALYSIS

6 Industries

250 Companies

100,000 Active Assets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve done exactly the same reconnaissance for 250 companies, including those here.That represents over 100,000 active assets that we have looked at through the eyes of a hacker. 
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THE TOOL WE 

USED

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To do this we used the NormShield Cyber Risk Scorecard that you see here. Data is automatically gathered on a company from all of the same sources that hackers use for all of the categories here.NormShield then translates the risk posture into a grade for each risk category, and an overall grade.We analyzed The data from theses scorecards for 250 companies to give you a clear picture of how you and your peers are doing on cyber security.
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1- Credential Management

2- Vulnerabilities

3- IP/Domain Reputation

DATA 

COLLECTED IN 

5 CATEGORIES

Ranked by level of risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today we are going to talk about results in the Top 3 categories in terms of importance. Credential management is the riskiest, followed by vulnerabilities and then IP/domain reputationRounding out the top 5 would be SSL strength and DNS security.I’ll tell you how to see your own company-specific results for all of these categories and more at the end of the presentaiton.
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A It would take 
world-class, 
state-sponsored 
hackers to exploit

B

C

D

F

Skills of persistent, 
experienced 
hackers are 
required

Beginner hacker 
practicing their skills

Average hackers are 
capable of exploiting

Script kiddies can hack 
(i.e. 6th Graders)

Urgent action requiredVigilance requiredGRADING 
SCALE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cyber security is very complex, and as most of you have probably found out, that presenting complex cyber security assessments to business people can be misunderstood – or their eyes glaze over. Which is not helpful when you are requesting budget for security resources, or need their teams to take security actions.So NormShield presents risk in a way all of us are familiar with, a report card.  And not always a good one!The best case on our report card is of course an “A”.An “A” indicates that it would take world-clss state-sponsored hackers to exploit the company in the category.A BA CADAn “F” means that a bored 6th grader can hack the asset.
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C-

OVERALL 
GRADE

Organizations averaged a C- grade when 
measured across all categories

Overall, organizations urgently need to 
protect themselves from novice-to-
average hackers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is the benchmark?A C-.That is, over all the categories and all the assets, the state-of-the-cyber-state is a C-Meaning that pretty unskilled hackers could eat most of the 250 companies’ lunch if they wanted to. Companies urgently need to protect themselves.But how to do that, how do you prioritize which fixes to take first?
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CREDENTIAL 
MANAGEMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The top offender across all industries was credential management.So let’s look at that first.
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Hackers use credentials to bypass 
anti-spam and firewall devices and 
access users’ accounts, then access 
network and systems

WHY IS 

CREDENTIAL 

MANAGEMENT 

SO 

IMPORTANT?

6 out of 10 confirmed 
data breaches in 2016 
leveraged weak, default 
or stolen passwords. 3

Nearly 75% of people 
still use duplicate 
passwords across 
multiple systems!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
User credentials are one of the easiest attack vectors to exploit. Sixty-three percent of confirmed data breaches in 2016 leveraged weak, default, or stolen passwords.3 In short, users are terrible at creating and maintaining secure passwords. Nearly 75% of people use duplicate passwords across multiple systems, many of which have not been changed in years.4  If a hacker can discover one set of credentials (email + password) which provides access to a single web application, they can use those same credentials to explore further, gaining access to more sensitive data. If a hacker can identify administrative credentials, they can gain control of entire systems.  
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HIGH 

PRIORITY. 

LOW GRADE.
Urgent!  Beginners can use 
you for target practice. 

CREDENTIAL 
MANAGEMENT

D

NormShield found a 
whopping 95% of 
respondents had 
exposed user 
credentials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The average grade for credential management is a D.Hackers just practicing beginner hacker skills.Unfortuantely We all have heard that Stolen user credentials are very valuable among data traders on the dark web, a network of anonymous and largely untraceable web sites that are often used for illegal activity. NormShield has one of the largest commercial databases of hacked credentials to uncover client exposure.NormShield searched hubs of activity incl in the data base (hacker sites, security information sharing sites, reputations servers and search engines) and found virtually every organization in the study (95%) had some amount of user credentials which had already been publically exposed
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SIMPLEST 

THING TO DO

Require employees to change 
passwords at least quarterly with a 
minimum length of 16 characters

Preferably implement 2FA 
company-wide

Assume the credentials have 
leaked and go looking for them 
regularly

CREDENTIAL 
MANAGEMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From this data we concluded that there were certain steps you could take to promote greater diligence among your employees:  forcing quarterly password resets with passwords at least 16 characters long, preferably implementing 2-factor authentication company wide, and offering security awareness training. but ultimately you need to be regularly searching the deep and dark web so you know when credentials turn up
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VULNERABILITIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vulnerabilities is the second priority.
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WHY ARE 
THEY 
IMPORTANT? 

• A vulnerability is a hole or a weakness 
in the application

• It can be a design flaw or a bug
• Attackers exploit to harm the 

application owner, application users, 
and other entities that rely on the 
application

VULNERABILITIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attackers exploit design flaws or bugs in an applications.Their goal is to harm the person using the application, your company or other entities that rely on the application.
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Beginner to average hackers 
are capable of exploiting!C-

PRIORITY 
NEED FOR 
ALL

VULNERABILITIES

NormShield scanned 
web applications and 
network systems 
against a database of 
thousands of known 
vulnerabilities and 
ranked them in order of 
severity. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The grade? A C-.  To pinpoint areas of most concern for customers in the study, NormShield scanned web applications and network systems against a database of thousands of known vulnerabilities and ranked any unmitigated defects in order of severity. 
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ADDITIONAL 
FINDINGS

• 10%+ of respondents had at least one 
critical issue in web or network assets

• Most had issues due to web servers and 
applications that were 5+ years old, with 
unpatched vulnerabilitiesVULNERABILITIES

Most common & 
critical vulnerabilities 
found
1. Misconfiguration
2. Denial of Service 

(DoS)
3. Information 

Exposure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over 10% of the organizations profiled were found to have at least one critical vulnerability. Among the issues discovered, “Misconfiguration” type weaknesses were the most common as well as the most critical, followed by “Denial of Service (DoS)” type vulnerabilities and “Information Exposure" type vulnerabilities. The typical organization in the study was maintaining web servers and web application frameworks that were five years older or more, which accounted for the high number of vulnerabilities. The majority of the systems reviewed had at least one vulnerability due to insufficient patch management. So again, it isn’t difficult at all for even very entry-level hackers to follow instructions or run widely-available scripts and breach you because of the low-hanging fruit that is old, well-known, easy-to-discover vulnerabilities.
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SIMPLEST 
THINGS TO 
DO

1. Make a list of all security controls and 
configurations - routers, firewalls, IDSes, AV…

2. Establish the frequency of vulnerability scanning; 
compare your report against inventory/ control list

VULNERABILITIES

Monitor/scan public facing systems for 
known vulnerabilities and apply the 
patch!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Monitor/scan public facing systems for known vulnerabilities and apply the patch!Make a list of all security controls and configurations - routers, firewalls, IDSes, AV…Establish the frequency of vulnerability scanning; compare your report against inventory/ control listInventory all production systemsIdentify the criticality of the assets in the organization and each system ownerClassify the risk based on likelihood of an attack 
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IP/DOMAIN
REPUTATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 3rd is your IP management and domain reputation
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WHY IS IP/ 

DOMAIN 

REPUTATION 

IMPORTANT?

• Employees may download applications that 
compromise computers and network

• As a result, IP address can become part of 
a hacker’s network, hosting malware

• This can compromise the company’s brand 
reputation and lead to a breach

Hackers can leverage 
IPs for Advanced 
Persistent Attacks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An organization’s IP address and domain name are critical assets. When they are exploited, they can be used by hackers as part of sophisticated Advanced Persistent Attacks (APT) that compromise brand reputation and lead to data breaches. It works like this: An employee may visit a website from a vulnerable IP address or download an application that compromises his machine. As a result, the company’s IP address can become a malware botnet, or otherwise responsible for spreading malicious activity over the Internet. Your domain reputation is a great resource to discover if anything untoward is happening out there that you should know about.  Besides the reputational damage itself hurting your brand, a bad reputation score is often proof-positive that you’re being exploited in some manner and you need to look into the situation
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D+
MANY 
COMPANIES 
FAILED

U rgent!  B eg inners can use  
yo u fo r target practice . 

IP/DOMAIN 
REPUTATION

NormShield checked to 
see if an organization’s 
IP address has been 
associated with any 
blacklists or otherwise 
involved in malicious 
activity. 

3 of every 5 
companies  
received a D or 
lower!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NormShield checked to see if an organization’s IP address has been associated with any blacklists or otherwise involved in malicious activity. Over half of the organizations profiled (60%) received a grade of D or lower.If you have a D+, you are target practice.
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SIMPLEST 
THINGS TO 
DO

1. Monitor the reputation and categorization of 
your website

2. Ask reputation and content filtering sites to 
properly categorize your website

3. Block unexpected/malicious traffic on the 
firewall 

4. Change the default resolving IP address of all 
domains to a whitelisted IP or a loopback IP

5. If possible, avoid using shared servers / IPs 
with other domains

IP/DOMAIN 
REPUTATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Monitor the reputation and categorization of your websiteAsk reputation and content filtering sites to properly categorize your websiteDiligently manage malicious traffic, IP resolution and try to avoid shared IPs altogether
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INDUSTRY 

REPORT 

CARDS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how did Here’s a hacker’s perspective of how you guys stack up against industry averages.  Education and Professional services are at extreme risk.Retail and technology have great concerns to deal with.And financial services and healthcare are in somewhat better shape as a group, but definitely need to look at their credential management urgently.
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Distribution

Customer 
support

R&D

Customers
Facilities

Legal
Insurance

Logistics

Technology

Franchisees

Sourcing

Marketing
Joint 
venture

Your 
organization’s 

cyber riskYou are only as 
secure as your 
weakest partner

of breaches originate 
from hacked 3rd

parties 
(SOHA Systems)  

Ecosystem 
cyber risk

HR

63%

YOUR 
ECOSYSTEM 
MULTIPLIES 
YOUR RISK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last thing I want to talk about today is the risk posed by your ecosystem of 3rd party vendors and partners.  Even if you’ve  secured your own environment, and are getting straight As… your risk is larger than that.  Your risk is really defined by your It is your whole ecosystem.Think about the outsourcing, the cloud services you use, integration with suppliers. These are all opportunities to compromise your own security.  Unsurprisingly 63% of breaches start with a 3rd party.You are only as secure as your weakest partner. 
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F

D D

D

D

C C

C

B B

B

A

A

F

F

Sources: Ponemon-IBM,
Deloitte Third Party

and Risk Management Report

Distribution

Customer 
support R&D

CustomersFacilities

Legal Insurance

Logistics

Technology

Franchisees

Sourcing

Marketing

Joint 
venture HR

YOUR RISKHVAC

B

WHAT IF YOU 
COULD SEE 
WHAT HACKERS 
SEE?

YOUR 
ECOSYSTEM

RISK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In other words, you need to take the same hacker’s view of your own organization and apply it to the 3rd parties within your ecosystem.That way, you’re making sure your security is getting are an “A-grade”And at the same time you’re proactively setting policies to ensure your vendors meet certain level of security.
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2

See what 
hackers see 
on your own 

network

Prioritize the 
highest risks

- Then fix them

See what hackers 
see across your 
ecosystem

- Then set vendor 
policies

1 3

FIND YOUR 
RISKIEST 
ASSETS BEFORE 
THEY DO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve covered a lot of ground. Here are the 3 steps that can help you short-circuit your risk.In short, see what hackers see:Look from the outside in to identify your riskiest assets and biggest vulnerabilities. Use the methods hackers do to see just how vulnerable you are. For example, find out what information about you is on dark web and in hacker forums.2) Implement a straightforward methodology to rank and report on your risk posturePrioritize your risks and base your remediation efforts according to your riskiest assets and biggest vulnerabilitiesGo beyond your own organization to address your entire ecosystem. Identify the riskiest vendors and set security policies.
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SEE HOW YOU 

STACK UP

Request your free 
customized Risk 
Scorecard
www.normshield.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can use The Normshield scorecard to do all of that and more.  It’s a single report you can use to evaluate and prioritize your risk posture as well as the risk posture of your entire ecosystem of 3rd party vendors and partners. We’ve already done the reconnaissance for the companies attending today’s event. Contact us to get your report card to see how you stack up.
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ABOUT 
NORMSHIELD

The NormShield Cloud platform 
automates unified vulnerability 
management, cyber threat 
intelligence, and risk scoring. CISOs 
receive letter-grade risk scorecards to 
make informed decisions. Security 
teams receive orchestrated, 
prioritized reporting and automated 
ticketing for swift action. 

NormShield also provides Ecosystem 
Risk Scorecards to protect you from 
third party risk.
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